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JUNE 2022
PRISCILLA WANTS TO CUDDLE
Samantha Allen
A campy horror romp mixed with a playful satire of a TV tentpole, Patricia Wants to
Cuddle is the Sasquatch love child of Silvia Moreno-Garcia’s Mexican Gothic and Kate
Stayman-London’s One to Watch.
*A Lit Hub Most Anticipated Book of 2022*
*Book Riot Most Anticipated Book of 2022*
“The Catch”, a reality dating show, is filming the end of its season on a remote, tree-covered
getaway in the farthest corner of the Pacific Northwest. Four women are competing for one
bachelor: aspiring fashion influencer Amanda Parker, Christian beauty queen Lilah-Mae
Adams, auto show model Vanessa Voorhees, and aimless HR employee Renee Irons, who is
questioning her own sexuality while competing on TV’s most heterosexual show. Whoever
“wins” the show will receive a marriage proposal from the eponymous Catch: Jeremy
Blackstone, a party bro who technically co-founded the social media app Glamstapix, but
who cashed out all his stock shares the moment the company went public.
Arriving on the island at the tail end of the summer tourist season, “The Catch” team hopes
to shoot the contestants taking scenic helicopter tours and going on luxury camping dates.
Unbeknownst to them, however, the island is inhabited by a female cousin of
Bigfoot named Patricia, a hideous and hairy ape-woman who lives in a cave near the top of
Mount Resilience. Patricia is a lonely soul who wants companionship — but when pretty
tourists try to hurt her or flee her mountain cave, she can get a little mad and… dismember
them.
As the cast and crew encounter Patricia, they will confront their fears, revaluate their life
choices, arrive at key realizations, and resolve longstanding feuds with each other. Sadly,
almost all of them will die.
Early Praise:
“Samantha Allen’s Patricia Wants to Cuddle is just as wonderful as it is weird. It’s a queer romp with a bombshell of an ending, horrifying and
delightful, a real page-turner. It’s truly a book that made me laugh out loud. I loved every minute of it.“ —Kristen Arnett, New York
Times bestselling author of Mostly Dead Things
“This is the lesbian Sasquatch novel you’ve always wanted . . . this is the most badass book imaginable. . . . The publisher describes it as 'viciously
funny' but I thought it was also kinda sweet. I’d give Patricia a cuddle.” ―Molly Odintz, CrimeReads (Most Anticipated Crime Fiction of 2022)
“Well, I guess Bigfoot-Lesbian-RomCom-Mystery-Horror is my new favorite genre! So much fun!” ―Lilly Wachowski, showrunner on Work in
Progress and co-creator of The Matrix trilogy and Sense8
“To die for. Samantha Allen has filled each page with unadulterated, unbridled, unhinged genius.” —Jacob Tobia, bestselling author of Sissy: A
Coming-of-Gender Story and voice of Double Trouble on She-Ra and the Princesses of Power
“Who knew a queer Sasquatchian horror comedy could pack so much emotion! As fun as it is weird, which is just plain delightful.” —Michael
Kennedy, Freaky screenwriter
Samantha Allen is a GLAAD-Award winning journalist, previously
covering LGBTQ stories as a senior reporter for The Daily Beast. Her
writing has been published by The New York Times, Rolling
Stone, CNN, and more. She currently lives in Seattle, Washington with
her wife.

Rights sold: UKANZ/Faber; Italian/Oscar Mondadori
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Zando
256 pages
Stonesong Literary
Manuscript available

AUGUST 2021
THE ISLAND (Dewey Andreas #9)
Ben Coes
CIA operative Dewey Andreas is America's last line of defense when terrorists take over
Manhattan, targeting the U.N. and the President himself, the latest in this New York
Times bestselling series by Ben Coes.
*USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestseller*
America is about to face the deadliest terrorist attack on it's soil since 9/11. Iran has been planning
a revenge attack for years, with three goals in mind. Bring America to its knees. Assassinate the
popular U.S. President J. P. Dellenbaugh. And neutralize their most successful agent, Dewey
Andreas.
The first pre-emptive attack against Dewey Andreas fails but it worries the head of the CIA
enough that he sends Dewey out of town and off the grid. But as intelligence analysts work as fast
as they can to unravel the chatter on terrorist networks, Muhammed el-Shakib, head of Iran's
military and intelligence agency, launches a bold strike. When the President arrives in New York
to address the U.N., embedded terrorist assets blow up the bridges and tunnels that connect
Manhattan to the mainland. Taking control of the island with it's hidden forces, they race to the
U.N. in search of Dellenbaugh and to launch an even deadlier attack that will wreak unimaginable
destruction on the country itself.
While a shocked country struggles to mount a counter-attack, a hopeless, outmanned and
outgunned Dewey Andreas sneaks onto the island of Manhattan to fight a seemingly impossible
battle.so means taking on practically an army in a battle where there are no rules and no limits.
Praise:
"If you've been around the thriller genre for some time, it should be no surprise to you that this book is phenomenal. If you haven't read the series,
there's no better time to start than now. Coes delivers a pulse-pounding, gut-wrenching drag race of a thriller. It's currently one of my favorites in
the series, and it's a must-read." - Stuart Ashenbrenner, Best Thriller Books

Ben Coes is the New York Times bestselling author of international
espionage thrillers. Before writing his first novel, Power Down, he
worked at the White House under two presidents and was a Fellow at
the John F. Kennedy School of Government. He lives with his wife
and four children in Wellesley, Massachusetts.

Rights sold to Dewey Andreas series: UK/Canelo; German/Festa Verlag

Other books in the Dewey Andreas series:
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St. Martin’s Press
432 pages
James Literary
Book available

JULY 2022
LOOK CLOSER
David Ellis
From the bestselling and award-winning author comes a wickedly clever and fast-paced
novel of greed, revenge, obsession—and quite possibly the perfect murder.
Simon and Vicky couldn’t seem more normal: a wealthy Chicago couple, he a respected law
professor, she an advocate for domestic violence victims. A stable, if unexciting marriage.
But one thing’s for sure … absolutely nothing is what it seems. The pair are far from normal,
and one of them just may be a killer.
When the body of a beautiful socialite is found hanging in a mansion in a nearby suburb,
Simon and Vicky’s secrets begin to unravel. A secret whirlwind affair. A twenty-milliondollar trust fund about to come due. A decades-long grudge and obsession with revenge.
These are just a few of the lies that make up the complex web...and they will have
devastating consequences. And while both Vicky and Simon are liars, just who exactly is
conning who?
Part Gone Girl, part Strangers on a Train, Look Closer is a wild rollercoaster of a read that
will have you questioning everything you think you know.

Early Praise:
“Suspenseful, sexy, involving, twisty and twisted. I’ll tell you what – Look Closer is James Patterson’s Book Club selection. You won’t forget this
novel, and these characters – good and bad – for a long time.”—James Patterson, #1 New York Times Bestselling author
“A daring, brilliant thriller, full of characters you both love and hate and more unexpected turns than a mountain road at night without your
headlights. Tremendous fun!”--Scott Turow, bestselling author of Presumed Innocent and The Last Trial
"Absolutely dazzling! David Ellis is a master storyteller who keeps us riveted to the pages. A whip-smart and diabolically plotted thriller, with
crackling dialogue, nonstop pacing, and tour de force structure. A profoundly insightful study of greed, obsession, revenge, and justice. Riveting,
compelling, and completely entertaining!"--Hank Phillippi Ryan, bestselling author of Her Perfect Life

David Ellis is a lawyer and the best-selling author of twelve novels
including the award-winning Jason Kolarich legal thrillers and multiple
books with James Patterson. He lives outside Chicago with his family.
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Putnam
464 pages
Einstein Literary Management
Manuscript available

OCTOBER 2022
ROLL FOR INITIATIVE
Jaime Formato

Perfect for fans of Dungeons & Dragons, Raina Telgemeier, and Jessica Kim, this debut
middle grade novel is a upbeat and heartfelt coming-of-age story about finding your
voice and believing in yourself.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

Riley Henderson has never taken a bus to school in her entire life. Or made an afterschool
snack, or finished her homework on her own, or prepared dinner, or—ewww—done her own
laundry. That’s what her older brother Devin was for. Her single mom works crazy hours,
which means Devin all but raised her, but now he’s away at college, studying at a prestigious
gaming program in California, while she’s still at home in Florida. Riley’s never even made
a friend on her own because she always had Devin, but new girl Lucy gives Riley no choice
but to get over her shyness and fear of rejection and become friends. The best part is . . . both
girls have a fascination for Dungeons & Dragons. In fact, that was something Riley and
Devin used to do together, with Devin as the dungeon master, guiding Riley through his
intricate and meticulously planned campaigns. Of course, Riley is a little nervous when Lucy
suggests that she run a campaign, but for the chance at a friend, Riley’s willing to give it a
shot. To her surprise, it goes really well! So well, in fact, that soon they add Hannah and Jen
to their adventuring party.
Soon Riley discovers that not only that she can function without Devin, she kind of likes it.
She figures out that bus thing, totes the clothes down to the laundry room and sets up her
D&D campaigns right there on the slightly suspect folding table, makes her own snacks and
dinner, the whole deal. But when Devin leaves his program and returns home, it's pretty
clear, even to Riley, that since he can’t figure out his own life, he’s going to live Riley’s for
her. He's even going to run her D&D campaigns with all his strict, no fun, no joking allowed
rules. Now Riley has to figure out how to prove to him and her mom that she’s got this and
convince Devin he needs to go back to California to follow his dreams. It's time to Roll for
Initiative.

Jaime Formato is a third-grade teacher living in northern Florida. This is
her first novel.
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Running Press
Middle grade
250 pages
Galit Literary Agency
Manuscript available

MARCH 2021
LIBERTIE
Kaitlyn Greenidge
The critically acclaimed and Whiting Award–winning author of We Love You, Charlie
Freeman returns with an unforgettable story about the meaning of freedom
*Named one of the Best Books of 2021 by Time, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post,
New York Times, Christian Science Monitor and more!*
**NATIONAL BESTSELLER**
Coming of age as a free-born Black girl in Reconstruction-era Brooklyn, Libertie Sampson
was all too aware that her purposeful mother, a practicing physician, had a vision for their
future together: Libertie would go to medical school and practice alongside her. But Libertie,
drawn more to music than science, feels stifled by her mother’s choices and is hungry for
something else—is there really only one way to have an autonomous life? And she is
constantly reminded that, unlike her mother who can pass, Libertie has skin that is too dark.
When a young man from Haiti proposes to Libertie and promises she will be his equal on the
island, she accepts, only to discover that she is still subordinate to him and all men. As she
tries to parse what freedom actually means for a Black woman, Libertie struggles with where
she might find it—for herself and for generations to come.
Praise:
“This is one of the most thoughtful and amazingly beautiful books I’ve read all year. Kaitlyn Greenidge is a master storyteller.” - Jacqueline Woodson,
author of Red at the Bone
“In this singular novel, Kaitlyn Greenidge confronts the anonymizing forces of history with her formidable gifts. Libertie is a glorious, piercing song
for the ages—fierce, brilliant, and utterly free.” —Brandon Taylor, author of Real Life
“Pure brilliance. So much will be written about Kaitlyn Greenidge’s Libertie—how it blends history and magic into a new kind of telling, how it spins
the past to draw deft circles around our present—but none of it will measure up to the singular joy of reading this book.” —Mira Jacob, author
of Good Talk: A Memoir in Conversations
“The voice that fuels this novel is rooted in the body and rises toward myth, forged of history, ocean salt, iron, and hope. With Libertie, Kaitlyn
Greenidge adds an indelible new sound to American literature, and confirms her status as one of our most gifted young writers.” —Garth Greenwell,
author of What Belongs to You and Cleanness
“Greenidge delivers another genius work of radical historical fiction…This pièce de résistance is so immaculately orchestrated that each character,
each setting, and each sentence sings.” – Publishers Weekly (boxed, starred review)
“This is a historical novel, a magical novel, a familial novel, a Bildungsroman—a work that defies simple categorization. The complexities herein
signify an important writer throwing all her talents and brilliance on the page, offering us more than we deserve.” —Gabriel Bump, author
of Everywhere You Don’t Belong
Kaitlyn Greenidge’s debut novel, We Love You, Charlie Freeman, was
one of the NY Times Critics’ Top 10 Books of 2016 and a finalist for the
Center for Fiction First Novel Prize. She is a contributing writer for
the New York Times, and is the recipient of fellowships from the
Whiting Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study. Greenidge lives in Brooklyn,
NY.

Rights sold: UK/Serpent’s Tail; Canada/HarperCollins; Swedish/Modernista
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Algonquin
336 pages
Howland Literary
Book available

MAY 2021
HUSH LITTLE BABY
R. H. Herron
From the author of Stolen Things comes a twisty thriller that asks how tightly we are bound to
our pasts, how much we can trust those around us, and how far a mother will go to protect her
child.
*Publishers Marketplace Buzz Book*
Jillian Marsh is a survivor. She escaped her toxic upbringing at the hands of her mother as a teenager,
and after hitting rock bottom due to alcoholism in her twenties, she not only got sober, she built a
successful marriage and medical career, even if she wasn’t able to make amends for all the mistakes
she made during her drinking days. But nearly a decade later, things are once again going downhill
for Jillian. Her wife, Rochelle, has left her while Jillian is pregnant with Rochelle’s biological child,
and she feels constantly unsettled in her now-empty house—items missing from their usual place,
burning candles she can’t remember lighting, the screen from her bedroom window removed. Even
her mommies-to-be group isn’t the solace it once was. Bree, Camille, Maggie, and Jillian vowed to
not only support each other in motherhood but in their sobriety, careers, and maintaining their
independence after their babies are born . . . a sisterhood that begins to unravel when the secrets
between the women come unwillingly to light.
As things in Jillian’s home begin to escalate, she’s forced to ask herself: Is one of her supposed
friends not as trustworthy as she seems? Could Rochelle be gaslighting her in order to claim full
custody of their daughter? Or, worst of all—is Jillian turning into her own mother, and imagining all
of it in some sort of subconscious sabotage against her unborn child?
When the missing items turn into unambiguous threats, and as the circle of those she can trust
continues to dwindle, Jillian knows only one thing for sure: she will do anything to protect her baby.
Praise:
"R. H. Herron’s Hush Little Baby is a dark, twisty, totally modern thriller that I couldn’t put down…I’m new to R. H. Herron but this page-turner
puts her on my must-read list!"—Lisa Scottoline, New York Times bestselling author of Eternal
“A gripping, deftly plotted thriller, and so much more—R. H. Herron delivers an unflinching meditation on womanhood, motherhood and
sisterhood. Hush Little Baby is a fiercely compelling must-read!”—E.G. Scott, internationally bestselling author of In Case of Emergency

R. H. Herron received her MFA in writing from Mills College,
Oakland. She is the author of thrillers Stolen Things (2019) and Hush
Little Baby (2021), as well as the bestselling author of more than two
dozen books under a different name.

Rights sold: French/Marabout
Rights sold to STOLEN THINGS: French/Marabout
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Dutton
336 pages
Einstein Literary Management
Galley available

APRIL 2021
CAUL BABY
Morgan Jerkins
New York Times bestselling author Morgan Jerkins makes her fiction debut with this
electrifying novel, for fans of Ta-Nehisi Coates and Jacqueline Woodson, that brings to
life one powerful and enigmatic family in a tale rife with secrets, betrayal, intrigue, and
magic
Laila desperately wants to become a mother, but each of her previous pregnancies has ended in
heartbreak. This time has to be different, so she turns to the Melancons, an old and powerful
Harlem family known for their caul, a precious layer of skin that is the secret source of their
healing power.
When a deal for Laila to acquire a piece of caul falls through, she is heartbroken, but when the
child is stillborn, she is overcome with grief and rage. What she doesn’t know is that a baby
will soon be delivered in her family—by her niece, Amara, an ambitious college student—and
delivered to the Melancons to raise as one of their own. Hallow is special: she’s born with a
caul, and their matriarch, Maman, predicts the girl will restore the family’s prosperity.
Growing up, Hallow feels that something in her life is not right. Did Josephine, the woman she
calls mother, really bring her into the world? Why does her cousin Helena get to go to school
and roam the streets of New York freely while she’s confined to the family’s decrepit
brownstone?
As the Melancons’ thirst to maintain their status grows, Amara, now a successful lawyer
running for district attorney, looks for a way to avenge her longstanding grudge against the
family. When mother and daughter cross paths, Hallow will be forced to decide where she truly
belongs.
Engrossing, unique, and page-turning, Caul Baby illuminates the search for familial connection,
the enduring power of tradition, and the dark corners of the human heart.
Praise:
“The true strength of this book has a profound impact: in conveying the life-giving and life-sustaining power of Black women’s bodies, and the
blood relationships between them. . . . The women Jerkins creates do not need men or any other outsiders to rescue them; they rescue themselves.” –
New York Times Book Review
"Caul Baby is a deeply inventive meditation on survival and inheritance. Morgan writes about the intricacies of Black motherhood in a way that is
tender and at times, magic." — Raven Leilani, New York Times bestselling author of Luster
“A multilayered reflection of contemporary dilemmas with a touch of magic realism. . . . Readers are taken through a spectrum of emotions with a
satisfying payoff. On the heels of her excellent memoir Wandering in Strange Lands, Jerkins solidifies herself as one of our guiding literary
lights.”— Booklist (starred review)
“The astounding talent behind nonfiction must-reads This Will Be My Undoing and Wandering in Strange Lands turns to fiction with Caul Baby. . . .
An exhilarating tale of family, belonging, and bodies, this promises to be one of the most exciting releases of the year.” — Elle
Morgan Jerkins is a senior editor at Medium’s Zora magazine. Her work
hasbeen featured in The New Yorker, Vogue, the New York Times, The
Atlantic, Elle, Rolling Stone, Esquire, and BuzzFeed, among many other
outlets. She lives in New York City and is at work on her next novel.

World English rights: HarperCollins
Translation Rights: Hodgman Literary
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HarperCollins
352 pages
Odom Media Management
Book available

SPRING 2023
ART + JOY
Danielle Krysa

This is the story of two best friends, Art and Joy.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

They build and create, make and imagine. Unfortunately, Art starts worrying about ’the
right way’ to make things (thanks to a few rude words from the dreaded Art Bully).
Wanting to avoid the bully's words, Art decides there’s no room for silliness, and stops
spending time with Joy.
Don’t worry though! They’ll find each other again, because Art and Joy always have, and
always will, go hand-in-hand.

Danielle Krysa is the creator of The Jealous Curator, a highly
influential contemporary art blog. Her previous books include
Creative Block, Collage, Your Inner Critic Is a Big Jerk, A Big
Important Art Book—Now With Women, and How To Spot An
Artist. She lives in British Columbia, Canada.

World English rights: Prestel US
Rights sold to HOW TO SPOT AN ARTIST: UK/Prestel; French (Canada)/Quebec Amerique
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Prestel
Ages 5-8
40 pages with 40 illustrations
Present Perfect Dept.
Manuscript available
Art available: May 2022

JULY 2020
BEETLE AND THE HOLLOWBONES (Book 1)
Aliza Layne
An enchanting, riotous, and playfully illustrated debut graphic novel following a young
goblin trying to save her best friend from the haunted mall—perfect for fans of Steven
Universe and Adventure Time.
*Junior Library Guild Selection*
*ALA Stonewall Honor*
In the eerie town of ‘Allows, some people get to be magical sorceresses, while other people have
their spirits trapped in the mall for all ghastly eternity.
Then there’s twelve-year-old goblin-witch Beetle, who’s caught in between. She’d rather skip
being homeschooled completely and spend time with her best friend, Blob Ghost. But the mall is
getting boring, and B.G. is cursed to haunt it, tethered there by some unseen force. And now
Beetle’s old best friend, Kat, is back in town for a sorcery apprenticeship with her Aunt
Hollowbone. Kat is everything Beetle wants to be: beautiful, cool, great at magic, and kind of
famous online. Beetle’s quickly being left in the dust.
But Kat’s mentor has set her own vile scheme in motion. If Blob Ghost doesn’t escape the mall
soon, their afterlife might be coming to a very sticky end. Now, Beetle has less than a week to
rescue her best ghost, encourage Kat to stand up for herself, and confront the magic she’s been
avoiding for far too long. And hopefully ride a broom without crashing.
Praise:
"A saturated palette that changes and brightens amid strong shows of power, and resonant interpersonal elements—including Beetle’s bond with her
grandmother—work in harmonious tandem to deliver a stalwart story of magic, witches, and the mall."
– Publishers Weekly (starred review)
"A stellar debut....Action-packed yet heartfelt, short and sweet yet riveting, this one is not to be missed."
- School Library Journal (starred review)
"This splashy fantasy graphic novel blends rollicking adventure with inclusive teen themes." - Kirkus (starred review)
"A high-spirited debut about learning to trust one's heart and instincts." - Booklist (starred review)

Aliza Layne is a cartoonist, illustrator, and storyteller. She is the creator of
Demon Street, a long-form fantasy webcomic for all ages. Her Halloween
costumes have elicited the phrases “theatrical,” “don’t you think you’re
going a little overboard,” and “oh, we remember you from last year.” Beetle
and the Hollowbones is her first graphic novel. She is currently at work on
Books 2 and 3 in the series.

Rights sold: French/Milan; Italian/Tunue; Turkish/Yabanci
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Atheneum Books for Young Readers
Middle-Grade
256 pages
Einstein Literary Management
Book available

NOVEMBER 2021
SWAY WITH ME
Syed Masood
She's All That goes desi in this hilarious, affecting, and sweetly romantic comedy by
the author of More Than Just a Pretty Face.
*Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection!*
Arsalan has learned everything he knows from Nana, his 100-year-old great-grandfather.
This includes the fact that when Nana dies, Arsalan will be completely alone in the world,
except for his estranged and abusive father. So he turns to Beenish, the step-daughter of a
prominent matchmaker, to find him a future life partner. Beenish's request in return? That
Arsalan help her ruin her older sister's wedding with a spectacular dance she's been
forbidden to perform.
Despite knowing as little about dancing as he does about girls, Arsalan wades into
Beenish's chaotic world to discover friends and family he never expected. And though
Arsalan's old-school manners and Beenish's take-no-prisoners attitude clash every minute,
they find themselves getting closer and closer - literally. All that's left to realize is that the
thing they both really want is each other, if only they can get into step.

Praise:
“Syed Masood is my favorite YA author, and this story and these characters are exactly why. Rich with culture, touched with hilarity, immersed in
heart, Sway with Me made me laugh one moment and wipe tears from my cheeks in the very next. Masood is an auto-buy for me."―Erin Hahn,
author of More Than Maybe and Never Saw You Coming
"Earnest, heartfelt, and laugh-out-loud charming, Sway with Me is a book that will warm your heart in all the best places. A must-read for anyone
who loves found families and finding love in unexpectedly perfect places."―Emma Lord, author of Tweet Cute
"Sway with Me is as big-hearted and hilarious as it is masterfully affecting. Arsalan is a loyal old soul who will steal your heart from page one as
his lonely world becomes filled with found family, first love, and dance. Nothing short of magnificent."―Nina Moreno, author of Don’t Date
Rosa Santos and Our Way Back to Always

Syed Mushahid Masood grew up in Karachi, Pakistan, and currently
lives in Sacramento, California, where he is a practicing attorney. He
received his J.D. from the William and Mary School of Law, after
attending the University of Toronto, where he studied English
Literature. He wrote a few couplets in Urdu when he was a teenager,
and his family still tells everyone he is an Urdu poet. He is not. His
passions include good food, dress shoes, sitcoms, and books of all
kinds.

Rights sold: UKANZ/Hodder; French/Pocket
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Little Brown Books
Young Adult
336 pages
Stonesong Literary
Book available

FEBRUARY 2021
BAD MUSLIM DISCOUNT
Syed Masood
Following two families from Pakistan and Iraq in the 90s through to their meeting in
San Francisco in 2016, The Bad Muslim Discount is a hilarious, timely, and
provocative novel about Muslim immigrants in modern America.
*Publishers Marketplace Buzz Book*
*TV rights optioned to Netflix*
*Amazon Best Book of the Month*
Anvar Faris is a restless, rebellious, and sharp-tongued boy growing up in Karachi,
Pakistan. But it is 1995, and as fundamentalists in the government become increasingly
strident and the zealots next door start patrolling the streets to help make Islam great again,
his family decides, not quite unanimously, to start life over in California. The irony is not
lost on Anvar that in America, his deeply devout mother and his model-Muslim brother are
the ones who fit right in with the tightly knit and gossipy desi community, while his funloving dad suddenly can’t find a good meal or anyone to talk with. Anvar wants more. He's
tired of being a good Muslim.
Thousands of miles away, Safwa, a young girl living in war-torn Baghdad with her griefstricken, conservative father will find a far more dangerous path to America. Their two
narratives are intrinsically linked and when their worlds come together, the fates of two
remarkably different people intertwine and set off a series of events that rock their
communities to their core.
The Bad Muslim Discount is a witty, very human literary feat, and a celebration of the kind
of diversity that makes this country great. With deep insight, warmth, and an irreverent
sense of humor, Syed Masood examines quirky and intense familial relationships, arranged
marriage, Islamic identity, and how to live together in modern America.
Praise:
"[O]ne of the bravest and most eye-opening novels of the year. Masood is a whiz at characters and knows the way the world works inside out. A
future classic." – Gary Shteyngart, New York Times bestselling author of Lake Success
“A born storyteller, Masood has crafted a fast-paced page-turner with plenty of insightful commentary on religion, family, love, and national
politics in this debut novel that is expertly written and a joy to read.” – Library Journal (starred review)
“Masood adeptly balances humor with pathos in this unforgettable, twisting tale…A moving, comic take on the immigrant experience.” – Booklist
(starred review)
“Perfect. . .I was torn between wanting to take my time to savor it, or just blazing through. This is a book that I didn’t know I deeply needed.” –
Buzzfeed
“Masood’s novel presents a stereoscopic, three-dimensional view of contemporary Muslim America: the way historical conflict in the Middle East
lingers in individual lives, the way gossip travels in a close-knit immigrant community.” – The New York Times
Syed Masood grew up in Karachi, Pakistan. A first-generation
immigrant twice-over, he has been a citizen of three different
countries and nine different cities. He currently lives in San
Francisco, California, where he is a practicing attorney.

World English rights: Abner Stein
Rights sold: Polish/Akapit
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Doubleday
368 pages
Stonesong Literary
Book available

JULY 2022
GROUPIES
Sarah Priscus
In a debut perfect for fans of Daisy Jones & The Six, Mary Jane, and The Final Revival
of Opal & Nev, Sarah Priscus shines a bright light on the grungy yet glittery world of
1970s rock 'n' roll and the women – the groupies – who unapologetically love too much
in a world that doesn’t love them back.
It’s 1977, and Faun Novak is in love with rock ‘n’ roll.
After her mother’s death, Faun, a naïve college dropout, grabs her Polaroid and hops a
Greyhound to Los Angeles. In the City of Angels, she reconnects with her charismatic
childhood friend Josie, now an up-and-coming model and muse. To make their reunion even
sweeter, Josie is now dating Cal Holiday, the frontman of the superstar rock band Holiday
Sun, and Faun is positively mesmerized.
Except it’s not just the band she can’t get enough of. It’s also the proud groupies who
support them in myriad ways. Among the groupies are: a doting high school girl at war with
her mother; a drug-dealing wife and new mom who longs to be a star herself; and a cynical
mover-and-shaker with a soft spot for Holiday Sun’s bassist.
Faun obsessively photographs every aspect of this dazzling new world, struggling to balance
her artistic ambitions with the band’s expectations. As her confidence grows for the first time
in her life, her priorities shift. She becomes reckless with friendship, romance, her ethics, and
her bank account.
But just as everything is going great and her boring, old life is falling away, Faun realizes
just how blind she has been to the darkest corners of this glamorous musical dreamland as
the summer heats up and everything spirals out of control . . .
Equal parts an evocative coming-of-age and a cutting look at fame, desire, and the
media, Groupies is a novel that will have you turning the pages until the music- and drugfueled end.
Early praise:
“This dark, absorbing coming-of-age tale, set in the folk-rock scene of the 1970s, captivated me from the very first sentence. With deep intelligence
and massive heart, Sarah Priscus captures both the allure of fame and its dangers. I loved her thorny heroine, Faun, and I loved this novel." —
Joanna Rakoff, author of My Salinger Year
"What a thrill it is to read Sarah Priscus’ 70s rock, California-dreaming Groupies. This shimmering debut is packed with tenderness and awe against
a backdrop of drugs, sex, rock stars, and high drama. Faun is a lovable, believable, and wonderfully drawn character who will remain in my heart
and mind for a very, very long time." — Jessica Anya Blau, author of Mary Jane
“Sarah Priscus writes like a dream and her candid, fantastic debut had me hooked. An incredibly vivid, evocative portrayal of a young woman
drawn into a situation bigger than herself, this book enthralled me from the first sentence to the last. World, watch out for Sarah Priscus! She's
gonna be a star.” — Elissa R. Sloan, author of The Unraveling of Cassidy Holmes

Sarah Priscus is a Canadian writer. She received a BA in English from
the University of Ottawa. Her short stories and poetry have been
published online in journals including Barren Magazine, New South
Journal, Ellipsis Zine, and Milk Candy Review. Her story “[saxophone
solo]” appeared in Bone & Ink Press's 2019 anthology Shut Down
Strangers and Hot Rod Angels. She received a Best of the Net nomination
for a story published in Atlas & Alice, and a Pushcart Prize nomination for
a story published in Milk Candy Review.
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APRIL 2022
THE HAIR BOOK
LaTonya Yvette and Amanda Jane Jones
A bold, graphic board book celebrating all types of hair.
With striking, colorful graphics and simple alliterative text, both editions - a board book
and hardcover - features poufy hair, wavy hair, Afro hair, hair covered in a hijab, and
more. A surprise mirror at the end encourages young children to reflect on their own
characteristics.
The message is clear: no matter what you look like, you are beautiful, valued, and
welcome everywhere.

Early praise:
"Striking spreads include bold and eye-catching colors that celebrate the diversity of beauty.” – School Library Journal, starred review

Amanda Jane Jones is a graphic designer and illustrator, and was
the founding designer and co-creator of Kinfolk, a quarterly lifestyle
magazine. Her first children's book, Yum Yummy Yuck (Prestel), was
co-written with her husband—inspired by her three kids. She lives
in the foothills of the Wasatch Mountains in Utah.

Sterling Children’s Books
Ages 1+
7” x 7” Board book
22 pages, illustrated with mirror on the
last page

LaTonya Yvette is a Brooklyn, NY-born and -based writer, creative
director, and founder of LY, an eponymous lifestyle site focused on
style, motherhood, culture, and wellbeing. LaTonya's first
book Woman Of Color was published in 2019 (Abrams), and her
next body of work is a collection of essays to be published by Dial
Press.

8” x 8” hardcover
36 pages, illustrated with no mirror
Present Perfect Dept.
Book available
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OCTOBER 2021
SOCIAL JUSTICE PARENTING: How To Raise Compassionate, Anti-Racist, Justice-Minded Kids in an
Unjust World
Traci Baxley
An empowering, timely guide to raising anti-racist, compassionate, and socially
conscious children, from a diversity and inclusion educator with more than thirty
years of experience.
As a global pandemic shuttered schools across the world in 2020, parents found
themselves thrust into the role of teacher—in more ways than one. Not only did they take
on remote school supervision, but many also grappled with the responsibility to teach their
kids about social justice—with few resources to guide them.
Now, in Social Justice Parenting, Dr. Traci Baxley—a professor of education who has
spent 30 years teaching diversity and inclusion—offers the essential guidance and
curriculum parents have been searching for. Dr. Baxley, a mother of five herself, suggests
that parenting is a form of activism, and encourages parents to acknowledge their influence
in developing compassionate, socially-conscious kids.
Importantly, Dr. Baxley also guides parents to do the work of recognizing and reconciling
their own biases. So often, she suggests, parents make choices based on what’s best for
their children, versus what’s best for all children in their community. Dr. Baxley helps
readers take inventory of their actions and beliefs, develop self-awareness and
accountabulity, and become role models. Poised to become essential reading for all parents
committed to social change, Social Justice Parenting will offer parents everywhere the
opportunity to nurture a future generation of humane, compassionate individuals.
Praise:
"This book is for parents who want to discuss racial, social, and economic inequities with their young children in a healthy and beneficial
way…Baxley’s meaty book is sure to provoke thought and positive dialogue; a must read.” – Library Journal (starred review)
“[A] powerful debut…Baxley shines in her ability to be encouraging without being judgmental” – Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Social Justice Parenting offers guidance and grace for parents who want to teach their children how to create a fair and inclusive world.
Whether your family is ready to take baby steps or big steps, Traci Baxley explains how to approach tough topics in a way that is both
empowering and reassuring." – Diane Debrovner, Deputy Editor, Parents Magazine
"Social Justice Parenting is a timely resource for parents, teachers, counselors, and all who care about children’s feelings, their character, and
their future...Candid, deep, warm, and practical--this volume is a treasure." – Wendy Mogel, Ph.D., bestselling author of The Blessing of a
Skinned Knee and Voice Lessons for Parents
“This book is not just for parents, but for anyone who hopes future generations live in a more inclusive, just, and equitable world. She does not
just bring a fresh understanding of how systemic racism affects children, but practical advice for guiding children to make the right decisions.” -Celeste Headlee, award-winning journalist and author of We Need to Talk, Do Nothing, and Speaking of Race
Traci Baxley is a professor, consultant, parenting coach, speaker,
mother to five bi-racial children, and the creator of Social Justice
Parenting® program. An educator for more than thirty years with
degrees in child development, elementary education, and curriculum
and instruction, she specializes in diversity and inclusion, anti-bias
curriculum, and social justice education. She lives with her husband
and children in Florida.
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JUNE 2022
THINGS WE CREATE
Axel Brechensbauer
A visual guide to fascinating historical facts and philosophical musings on why and
how the objects we buy, own, use, see and interact with — from tanks to iPhones —
come into existence.
We all live in a world of objects, yet we rarely stop to think about how and why they came
to exist, why they look and feel the way they do, or what shapes our preferences and why
we own and use the ones we do. In Things We Create, renowned concept designer,
cartoonist, and sculptor Axel Brechensbauer pulls back the curtain and provides a visual
guide to civilization's endless quest for the perfect human-made object.
Brechensbauer takes the reader on a rollicking tour through the history and creation of
objects that comprise our world. He digs into the basics of design, discusses why certain
some objects please us while others repel us, considers how the design of one object
influences another, reveals how human curiosity keeps in step with technology. He
answers questions such as, what makes objects so pleasing to use? Why do we create
objects that are so contrary to those that appear in nature? What's the difference between
an object that fills an emotional need and one that fulfills a practical one? What
determines if a piece of furniture is a copy, an artifact, or art? What is the relationship
between shape and emotion?
Told with visual verve, wit, humor, and - above all - clarity, Things We Create is both a
history of and a metaphysical study of physical objects: all the stuff we buy, we use, we
collect, we need. As befits a book about the beauty and utility of objects, it is both a
beautifully designed and executed object and an immensely fun and readable series of
comics and diagrams.

Axel Brechensbauer is a concept design director, sculptor and
cartoonist. His sculptures have exhibited throughout the world and his
design work is sought after by major companies like Volvo, Unilever,
Sony, H&M, Coca Cola, and Chanel. His work has been highlighted
in press including Wired, Fast Company, Trendland and Hi-Fructose.
He lives in Malmo, Sweden.

World English: Fantagraphics
Rights sold: Swedish/Kartago Forlag
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JULY 2022
GOING PUBLIC: How a Small Group of Silicon Valley Rebels Loosened Wall Street’s Grip on the IPO
And Sparked a Revolution
Dakin Campbell
In the spirit of Flash Boys, Going Public is a behind-the-scenes tour of the high-stakes
world of IPOs and how a visionary band of startup executives, venture capitalists,
and maverick bankers has launched a crusade to upend the traditional IPO as we
know it.
Initial public offerings, or IPOs, are typically the first time retail investors can own a piece
of the New Economy companies promising to rewire economic rules. Selling IPOs is also
one of the most profitable businesses for Wall Street investment banks, who have spent
the last 40 years protecting their profits. In an era when algorithms and software have
made the financial markets more efficient, the pricing of IPOs still relies on human
judgment.
In 2016, executives at music-streaming service Spotify sought to upend the status quo.
Led by a trim and understated CFO, Barry McCarthy, and a shy but brilliant founder,
Daniel Ek, they took a wild idea and forged something new. GOING PUBLIC explores
how they got comfortable with the risk, and how they lobbied securities watchdogs and
exchange staff to rewrite the regulations. Readers will meet executives at disruptive
companies like Airbnb, DoorDash, and data miner Palantir, venture capitalists, and even
some bankers who seized on Spotify’s labor and used it to knock Wall Street bankers off
the piles of fees they’d been stacking for so long.
GOING PUBLIC weaves in earlier attempts to rethink the IPO process, introducing
readers to one of Silicon Valley’s earliest bankers, Bill Hambrecht, whose invention for
selling shares online was embraced by Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin when
they auctioned their shares in 2004. And it examines the recent boom in blank-check
companies, those Wall Street insider deals that have suddenly become the hottest way to
enter the public markets. GOING PUBLIC tells stories from inside the room, and more.
Dakin Campbell is the Chief Finance Correspondent at Business
Insider. He is the publication’s senior reporter covering Wall Street,
conducting investigations and writing features about the world’s
largest banks, private equity firms, and venture capital funds and the
people who run them. Previously, he spent a decade at Bloomberg
writing for its wire service, Businessweek, and Markets magazine. He
has a degree in human development from Cornell University and a
graduate degree from Columbia University's School of Journalism. He
is a Chartered Financial Analyst, one of the most respected titles in
finance and recognized globally as the standard of excellence for
investment analysts.
World English rights: Twelve Books
Translation rights: Hodgman Literary
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OCTOBER 2021
TAROT FOR CHANGE: Using the Cards for Self-Care, Acceptance, and Growth
Jessica Dore
Though tarot is often thought of as a tool for divination and fortune-telling, it also has
deep roots in spirituality and psychology. For those who know how to see and listen,
the cards hold the potential to help us better navigate the full spectrum of the human
experience.
In Tarot for Change, Jessica Dore divulges years of hard-won secrets about how to work
with tarot to better understand ourselves and live in alignment with what’s precious. Dore
shows readers how to choose a deck, interpret images, and build a relationship with the
cards, while also demonstrating how the mythic imagery of tarot supports modern
therapeutic concepts like mindfulness, acceptance, and compassion. Her reflections on each
of the seventy-eight cards are a vibrant tapestry that weaves together ideas from
psychology, behavioral science, spirituality, and old stories, breathing new language into
ancient wisdoms about what it means to be human.
This is as much a book for those who are new to tarot as it is for those who have worked
with the cards for years. And it's a book for anyone interested in exploring what it means to
experience joy, heartbreak, wonder, stagnation, grief, loneliness, love. A book of secrets,
symbols, and stories, Tarot for Change is a charm for remembering that our problems are
not new, we are never alone, and whether we know it or not, we are always in a process of
change.
Praise:
“Tarot for Change is an instant classic, a must-have for every tarot enthusiast, and a manifesto for insightful living. Jessica Dore is a lighthouse
whose wisdom permeates every page and a teacher who brings to life her subject with undeniable skill and depth.”
—Chani Nicholas, astrologer and author of You Were Born for This
“Tarot for Change is the very best kind of tarot book: one that contains magical hidden depths, and rewards careful readers with truly astounding
wisdom and generosity. Jessica Dore combines ancient spirituality with modern psychology to share insights that feel both timeless and brand
new. Tarot for Change will teach you about tarot, but also about yourself, and all the joy, heartache, and mystery of being human.” —Claire
Comstock-Gay, author of Madame Clairevoyant’s Guide to the Stars
“Tarot for Change is a wondrously inviting book from a writer who envelops any reader—from the curious and the amateurish to the refined and
masterly—into her prose and knowledge. Though this is a written document, the words are the kind that settle into the grooves of your spirit and
encourage you to reconnect with the unseen in order to find new discoveries about what is seen.” —Morgan Jerkins, New York Times bestselling
author of This Will Be My Undoing and Caul Baby
“This is not so much a book as it is a collection of doorways. By uniquely cross-stitching spirituality, psychology, and behavioral science, Jessica
Dore centers tarot as a practice to ‘place us back into a mythic context.’ …Tarot for Change is a choose-your-own-adventure self-help book that eggs
us on like a mischievous and wise best friend.”—Shira Erlichman, author of Odes to Lithium and Be/Hold: A Friendship Book
“This book is an incredibly important handbook for those invested in the ritual of tarot and healing. Particularly those who are hungry for change and
want to break through patterns to see themselves a little more clearly, with Dore’s help. I sincerely love this book.”
—Fariha Róisín, author of Like a Bird, How to Cure a Ghost, and Who Is Wellness For?
Jessica Dore is a licensed social worker, tarot reader, writer, and teacher. Jessica
has studied and worked in the fields of psychology and behavioral science
publishing since 2010 and holds a master's degree in social work. She spent six
years at self-help and psychology book publisher New Harbinger Publications and
two years as book reviews editor at Psych Central. Her writing has appeared in O,
The Oprah Magazine; VICE; and Psych Central, and her unique approach to
working with and interpreting tarot has been featured in The New York Times, The
Cut, Vogue, Yoga Journal, and many more.
Rights sold: UK/Hay House; Russian/Mann Ivanov Ferber; Spanish/VR Editoras
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NOVEMBER 2021
I WANT THIS TO WORK: An Inclusive Guide to Navigating the Most Difficult Relationship Issues We
Face In the Modern Age
Elizabeth Earnshaw
A contemporary, culturally inclusive, and easy-to-digest relationship book for the
modern age
Today’s generation is changing the rules about committed relationships―and looking to
create more meaning within their lives. We are more selective before getting married,
with more diverse families and family structures. In this new environment, what couples
need more than ever are effective, flexible tools to communicate, navigate hard times, and
create deeper connections with their partners.
Elizabeth Earnshaw is here to help. The renowned Gottman therapist, founder of A Better
Life Therapy, and influential Instagram therapist behind @lizlistens has helped to
transform countless relationships. With I Want This to Work, she presents for today’s
generation the most effective and proven steps for relationship success.
Here, couples will learn how to work with the three challenges they must tackle to repair
and strengthen their relationships: conflict, healing, and connection. They’ll learn
fundamental principles including: why it’s not working; creating space that makes it safe
to connect; how to navigate hot conversations; the five-part relationship system; busting
the romantic notion that our better half “completes” us; and growing up and growing out.
In a supportive and relatable voice, Elizabeth simplifies complex concepts and provides
core insights, exercises, and reflections to take these tested principles from the page and
into real life.
Culturally tuned in, LGBTQIA+ friendly, and written for both married and unmarried
couples, this book brings us an accessible guide to relationship healing and creating
enduring intimacy.
Praise:
“This book is an essential guide for couples who desire to build vital relationship skills, particularly during challenging moments. The tools for
growth and learning are written in a warm and no-nonsense manner. …The book will help couples gain a unique understanding of how to talk
about and work through hard things.” ―Nedra Tawwab, LCSW, therapist and New York Times bestselling author of Set Boundaries, Find Peace
“Elizabeth is hands down one of the most professional clinicians I’ve had the privilege of working with. The work she does on relational health is
incredibly impactful because it’s delivered in a way that’s both digestible and compassionate.” ―Dr. Nicole LePera, New York Times bestselling
author of How to Do the Work and founder of @the.holistic.psychologist
“I Want This to Work does a beautiful job of exploring the many issues the modern-day couple faces, while normalizing the reader’s experience by
offering examples of couples working through similar challenges. A necessary read for anyone wanting to improve the quality of their
relationships.” ―Vienna Pharaon, LMFT, owner of Mindful Marriage & Family Therapy, founder of @mindfulmft, and relationship expert at
Motherly
Elizabeth Earnshaw, LMFT, works with individuals, couples, and
families and is the founder of A Better Life Therapy. She holds a
master’s degree in marriage and family therapy, is a licensed marriage
and family therapist, and is a certified Gottman Method couples
therapist. Elizabeth also trains and supervises new therapists seeking
their licenses in the counseling field. Learn more at
abetterlifetherapy.com.

Rights sold: Chinese (simplified)/Cheers; Russian/Mann Ivanov Ferber; Slovene/Aktivni Mediji
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FEBRUARY 2022
TOXIC POSITIVITY: Keeping It Real in a World Obsessed with Being Happy
Whitney Goodman
A powerful guide to owning our emotions—even the difficult ones—in order to show up
authentically in the world, from the popular therapist behind the Instagram account
@sitwithwhit.
Every day, we’re bombarded with pressure to be positive. From “good vibes only” and “life
is good” memes, to endless advice, to “look on the bright side,” we’re constantly told that the
key to happiness is silencing negativity wherever it crops up, in ourselves and in others. Even
when faced with illness, loss, breakups, and other challenges, there’s little space for talking
about our real feelings—and processing them so that we can feel better and move forward.
But if all this positivity is the answer, why are so many of us anxious, depressed, and burned
out?
In this refreshingly honest guide, sought-after therapist Whitney Goodman shares the latest
research along with everyday examples and client stories that reveal how damaging toxic
positivity is to ourselves and our relationships, and presents simple ways to experience and
work through difficult emotions. The result is more authenticity, connection, and growth—
and ultimately, a path to showing up as you truly are.
Praise:
More than a self-help book, this is a society-help book. It's ambitious but based on the simple idea of being, as Goodman describes herself,
"radically honest" with each other. - Washington Post
“I‘ll be forever changed by Toxic Positivity—before offering words of validation, I will choose what I say wisely. Whitney Goodman’s book
unlocks the difference between being helpful and harmful. This trailblazing book will help you transform your perspective about positivity.“ -Nedra Glover Tawwab, bestselling author of Set Boundaries, Find Peace
“I really felt like I came away with a new perspective. This book will make you want to bin your gratitude journal in the best possible way” –
Stylist
“Living an authentic life means facing hard times and growing through them, not pretending things are perfect when they’re not. This book
provides a much-needed roadmap for being honest with ourselves and others in order to be truly present in our own lives and grow as a whole
person.” —Scott Barry Kaufman, PhD, host of The Psychology Podcast and author of Transcend
“Finally a book that explains exactly why ‘positivity at all costs’ backfires, and teaches us how to process our pain instead of pretending it doesn't
exist. Toxic Positivity is the antidote to superficial pop-psychology inspo, illustrating the limits of positive thoughts and gratitude, encouraging us
to embrace life's ups and downs, and giving us more realistic and helpful ways to implement ‘positivity’.” --Caroline Dooner, author of The F*ck It
Diet and Tired as F*ck
Whitney Goodman is the radically honest psychotherapist behind the
hugely popular Instagram account @sitwithwhit and the owner of The
Collaborative, a co-working space for wellness
professionals in Miami, FL. Whitney earned her undergraduate degree
at Tulane University and a graduate degree in Counseling Psychology
from The University of Miami. She has additional training and
certifications in working with couples, trauma, and clients who have
been diagnosed with chronic illness. Whitney has her own column in
Psychology Today and has been featured in dozens of publications,
including The New York Times, Teen Vogue, NY Magazine, Instyle, and
Good Morning America.
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Rights sold: UKANZ/Orion Spring; Chinese (simplified)/China Machine Press; Chinese (complex)/Business Today; Czech/Anag; Dutch/Bruna;
French/Eyrolles; German/Droemer; Greek/Key Books; Polish/Filia; Portuguese (Brazil)/Melhoramentos; Portuguese (Portugal)/Nascente;
Russian/Mann Ivanov Ferber; Slovak/Ikar; Slovene/Mladinska Knjiga; Spanish/Planeta; Turkish/Nova; Ukranian/Yakaboo
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SEPTEMBER 2022
GOOD INSIDE: A Guide To Becoming the Parent You Want To Be
Dr. Becky Kennedy
From Dr. Becky Kennedy, the psychologist known as the “Millennial Parenting
Whisperer,” comes a practical guide that offers a radical new approach to parenting.

Cover
Reveal
To
Come

Over the past several years, Dr. Rebecca Kennedy—known to her many followers as simply
“Dr. Becky”—has been sparking a parenting revolution. Tired of advice that doesn’t work or
simply doesn’t feel good to put into practice, hundreds of thousands of parents have been
turning to Dr. Becky for her empowering, forgiving, and effective approach to parenting that
meets parents exactly where they are—and gives them the tools to do better.
In Good Inside, Dr. Becky shares her popular philosophy and tools in a comprehensive
resource designed to help parents move from frustration and self-blame to empowerment,
confidence, and sturdy leadership. For decades, Dr. Becky suggests, parents have been sold a
model of childrearing that simply doesn’t work. From reward charts to time outs, the
“evidence-based” incentives and punishments many experts recommend are based on shaping
behavior, not raising humans. These techniques don’t build the skills kids need for life and
don't account for kids' complex emotional needs. Add to that the conditioning we’ve inherited
from our own parents—which often discounts the validity of emotions altogether—and you
end up with a generation of parents who feel lost, burned out, and worried they’re failing
their kids.
In this ground-breaking book, Dr. Becky builds from the baseline of a radically simple but
profound truth: You are good inside. Your kids are good inside. There are no “bad kids” or
“bad parents”—there are only good kids having a hard time, and good parents struggling to
do their jobs well. After diffusing blame and shame, she asks readers to shift their focus from
discipline to connection. Because the only way we can help our kids through tough times,
suggests Dr. Becky, is to reinforce secure attachment.
Part manifesto, part how-to guide, Good Inside is as focused on self-development as it is
child development, since it’s impossible for parents to meet their child’s needs without first
meeting their own. Filled with both perspective-shifting strategies as well as troubleshooting
for specific scenarios—including sibling rivalry, separation anxiety, tantrums, rudeness and
defiance, not listening, and more—Good Inside is a stand-alone resource for a generation of
parents looking for a new way to raise their kids while still setting them up for a lifetime of
resilience, confidence, and self-regulation.

Early Praise:
“Dr. Becky is profoundly changing the way we parent our kids and the way we parent ourselves. Her innovative work shows parents how to
challenge inherited beliefs and behaviors and shift the paradigm of how we understand family dynamics. Her work is proof that we can be the
parents we want to be--and that we are all good inside." -- Gabby Bernstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Universe Has Your
Back
Dr. Becky Kennedy is a clinical psychologist and mom of three,
recently named “The Millennial Parenting Whisperer” by TIME
Magazine, who’s rethinking the way we raise our children. Now with
over 1 million Instagram followers, she specializes in thinking deeply
about what’s happening for kids and translating these ideas into simple,
actionable strategies for parents to use in their homes. Dr. Becky's goal
is to empower parents to feel sturdier and more equipped to manage the
challenges of parenting.

HarperWave
336 pages
Amy Hughes Agency
Manuscript available

Rights sold: UKANZ/Thorsons; Chinese (simplified)/CITIC; Czech/Mlada Fronta; Dutch/Bruna; Greek/Psichogios; Polish/Marginesy;
Romanian/Editura Trei; Russian/Eksmo; Slovak/N Press; Spanish/Planeta;
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APRIL 2022
RETURN TO NATURE: The New Science of How Natural Landscapes Restore Us
Emma Loewe
From the co-author of The Spirit Almanac and mindbodygreen’s Senior Sustainability
Editor comes a timely guide to reconnecting with the outdoors, with new science on why
nature makes us healthier and happier in body and soul.
For centuries, we have known that nature is good for us. But in an era when climate change is
accelerating and we spend 87% of our days indoors, it is clear that we are out of sync with the
earth that nourishes us. In response, writer and environmentalist Emma Loewe blends new
research and ancient knowledge on nature’s healing properties into a book divided into eight
landscapes, with wisdom on how to explore and protect each one in return. Drawing off
modern science, she uncovers why living by the ocean makes you measurably happier, why
living near greenery helps you lives longer, and why forests can make us more relaxed within
90 seconds of walking among trees.
Alongside beautiful four-color illustrations that inspire readers to get outside, this stunning
book—more urgent than ever—will appeal to anyone looking to connect with the world
around them, whether in their neighborhood park or on a backpacking getaway.
Early Praise:
“The ultimate map for mindfulness in Mother Earth. Proof that the outdoors can help to heal us." -- Emma Mildon, bestselling author of The Soul
Searcher's Handbook and Evolution of Goddess
"Reading RETURN TO NATURE is an antidote to burnout and a gentle invitation to expansive possibilities for awe, restoration, and gratitude
right outside your front door. This gorgeously illustrated, beautifully written book invites you on an immersive journey through eight landscapes,
combining fascinating insights into how nature restores our minds with accessible rituals to engage all your senses to experience and enjoy
nature’s healing benefits for yourself. Along the way, you’ll learn simple but profound mindset shifts to appreciate our own role in the web of life,
including solid practical advice on how we can better care for nature in our everyday lives as consumers and citizens, to protect and expand its
gifts." -- Kimberly Nicholas, PhD, author of Under the Sky We Make: How to Be Human in a Warming World
"Emma helps us channel what we already know: we all have an inherent connection to the natural world and it’s increasingly urgent to understand,
protect, and experience what it has to offer. By breaking down the science and putting it into practice through do-it-at-home exercises, Return To
Nature provides you both the door and the key to unlock the magic that's available to you out there: all you have to do is step outside to discover
it!" -- Gale Straub, Author of She Explores: Stories of Life-Changing Adventures on the Road and in the Wild
"Emma Loewe's clear and powerful words will inspire any reader to integrate their surroundings into a more conscious daily routine, no matter
what climate they live in. Using science and spirit-backed literature, Return to Nature is a testament to the inherent connection we have to all life
on earth and the benefits that come when we decide to walk out the door." -- Marci Zaroff, ECOlifestyle pioneer, Founder/CEO ecofashionCORP
and author of ECOrenaissance: A Lifestyle Guide for Co-creating a Stylish, Sexy, and Sustainable World
"Engaging, informative, inspiring. This book will change the way you see the natural world. On her tour through eight landscapes, Emma reveals
the healing power of nature and our shared responsibility to protect it." -- Ruby Warrington, author of Material Girl, Mystical World and Sober
Curious
Emma Loewe is a writer, editor, and environmentalist based in New York
City. She is the senior sustainability editor at mindbodygreen.com, where
she covers the intersection of sustainability and human health and is the
co-author of "The Spirit Almanac: A Modern Guide To Ancient SelfCare" (Tarcher, 2018). Emma received her B.A. in Environmental Science
& Policy with a specialty in environmental communications from Duke
University. Her work has been featured in Bloomberg News, Forbes, and
Marie Claire, among others.
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JUNE 2022
STILL ALRIGHT: A Memoir
Kenny Loggins
Kenny Loggins, known for his megahit soundtrack themes and high-profile
collaborations, tells the fascinating and intimate stories behind his five-decade career as
a songwriter and a folk, rock, and pop artist.
In a remarkable career, Kenny Loggins has rocked stages worldwide, released twelve
platinum albums, and landed hits all over the Billboard charts. His place in music history is
marked by a unique gift for collaboration combined with the vision to evolve, adapt, and
persevere in an industry that loves to eat its own. Loggins served as a pivotal figure in the
folk-rock movement of the early ’70s when he paired with former Buffalo Springfield
member Jim Messina, recruited Stevie Nicks for the classic duet “Whenever I Call You
‘Friend,’” then pivoted to smooth rock in teaming up with Michael McDonald on their backto-back Grammy-winning hits “What a Fool Believes” and “This Is It” (a seminal moment in
the history of what would come to be known as Yacht Rock). In the ’80s, Loggins became
the king of soundtracks with hit recordings for Caddyshack, Footloose, and Top Gun; and a
bona fide global superstar singing alongside Bruce Springsteen and Michael Jackson on “We
Are the World.”
In Still Alright, Kenny Loggins gives fans a candid and entertaining perspective on his life
and career as one of the most noteworthy musicians of the 1970s and ’80s. He provides an
abundance of compelling, insightful, and terrifically amusing behind-the-scenes tales.
Loggins draws readers back to the musical eras they’ve loved, as well as addressing the
challenges and obstacles of his life and work—including two marriages that ended in divorce,
a difficult but motivating relationship with the older brother for which “Danny’s Song” is
named, struggles with his addiction to benzodiazepines, and the revelations of turning
seventy and looking back at everything that has shaped his music—and coming to terms with
his rock-star persona and his true self.

Kenny Loggins emerged with Loggins & Messina, one of the
bestselling musical duos of the 1970s, with 16 million albums sold.
Loggins has released 14 solo records since then with more than 25
million albums sold, charted five top-10 singles, and won two Grammy
Awards for “What A Fool Believes” and “This Is it,” and received one
Academy Award nomination for “Footloose.” His environmental
television special for the Disney Channel, This Island Earth, won Emmy
Awards for Outstanding Achievement in Writing and for the title track.
Loggins has also cut two children’s records including Return to Pooh
Corner, which remains the bestselling children’s album of the last two
decades. Known as “The Soundtrack King,” Loggins has had his music
featured in several iconic films including Footloose, Caddyshack,
and Top Gun. Loggins has millions of followers and listeners across
social and streaming platforms and continues to sell out live shows both
domestically and internationally.
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SEPTEMBER 2022
WATCH AND LEARN: How I Turned Holleywood Upside Down with Netflix, Redbox, and MoviePass –
Lessons in Disruption
Mitch Lowe
A deep and engaging inside perspective on the entertainment distribution revolution of
the last few decades from an executive who lived it with Netflix, Redbox, and
MoviePass, and who continues to consult, speak, and share his unique understanding of
how to disrupt the status quo and adapt to what the customer wants and needs.
When Warner Brothers announced they'd be streaming all their new 2021 theatrical releases
simultaneously on HBO Max, it sent shock waves through the entertainment industry. But it
was also an inevitable decision, and one soon to be copied by the other major studios
scrambling to keep up with just how radically the way we watch movies has changed over the
past two decades. Mitch Lowe has been at the forefront of that revolution, helping to shape a
world where you can watch whatever movie, wherever and whenever you want. Lowe was
one of the founding executives at Netflix; served as president of Redbox, the DVD rental
kiosks outside Walmart and supermarkets around the country; and as the CEO of MoviePass,
the much-lauded monthly movie theater subscription that, even as it failed, changed the way
movie theaters operate forever. Along the way, Lowe learned that genuine disruption doesn’t
always mean aggressive upheaval and overnight success. More often than not, true disruption
is the result of perseverance, imagination, and a constantly evolving quest to understand what
it is that customers really want.
In Watch and Learn, Mitch Lowe will tell the inside story of the dramatic evolution of the
entertainment business, from the days of early cable television, Beta, and VHS to a world
where consumers have infinite choice and control of the movies they see. He’ll also share
personal stories from a wild ride that began with his dropping out of high school and living
on the edge of conflict in an Israeli kibbutz, smuggling goods and money between Europe
and the Middle East, and ultimately embracing Buddhism. Along the way readers will gain
essential insights and lessons that extend far beyond the entertainment industry, rooted in
Lowe’s keen sense for seeing ahead of the curve and intuiting customer needs, and
applicable to anyone who has ambitions to disrupt and succeed: from leading with love and
imagination, to reinforcing the intrinsic power of gut instinct with data and testing, to the
ultimate competitive advantage of getting closest to the customer, and the value of
perseverance and tinkering.
Mitch Lowe was a founding executive at Netflix, where he served as
Entertainment Domain Expert and as Vice President of Business
Development & Strategic Alliances from 1998 to 2003. In 2003 Mitch
joined the investment group at McDonald’s to co-lead as COO and
then as President, at Redbox, the DVD vending machine rental service
that under his leadership grew to 35,000 kiosks across the U.S. with
revenue growing from less than $1M in 2003 to $1.5B in revenue in
2011. Lowe became CEO of MoviePass in 2016, a movie theater
subscription service that acquired three million subscribers in eight
months. Lowe has also invested in start-ups in the entertainment,
blockchain, and social spaces. As a speaker, he has presented to
audiences around the world, and was ranked by BigSpeak in their top 5
most-booked speakers of 2019. Lowe has since been delivering
keynotes online, where audiences from Dell to SAP to Microsoft have
asked him to address the changing role of innovation and leadership in
our “new normal.” His media appearances include Forbes, Bloomberg
BusinessWeek, NPR, Variety, Vice, and The Wall Street Journal. He
lives in Miami Beach
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APRIL 2021
TO ASIA, WITH LOVE: Everyday Asian Recipes and Stories from the Heart
Hetty McKinnon
*2021 Australian Book Industry Award longlist for Illustrated Book of the Year*
For bestselling cookbook author Hetty McKinnon, Asian cooking is personal.
McKinnon grew up in a home filled with the aromas, sights, and sounds of her Chinese
mother’s cooking. These days she strives to recreate those memories for her own
family—and yours—with traditional dishes prepared in non-traditional ways. It’s a
sumptuous collection of creative vegetarian recipes featuring pan-Asian dishes that
anyone can prepare using supermarket ingredients.
Readers will learn how to make their own kimchi, chilli oil, knife-cut noodles, and
dumplings. They’ll learn about the wonder that is rice and discover how Asian-inspired
salads are the ultimate crossover food. McKinnon offers tips for stocking your modern
Asian pantry and explores the role that sweetness plays in Asian cultures. Her recipes
are a celebration of the exciting and delicious possibilities of modern Asian cooking—
from Smashed Cucumber Salad with Tahini and Spicy Oil, and Finger-lickin’ Good
Edamame Beans with Fried Curry Leaves, to Springtime Rolls with Miso Kale Pesto
and Tamarind Apple Crisp. Featuring big, powerful flavours created from simple, fresh
ingredients, these recipes are firmly rooted in the place where east meets west and where
tradition charts the journey to the modern kitchen.
Praise:
“Hetty McKinnon’s To Asia, With Love might have single-handedly rehabilitated the word “pan-Asian” in the world of cuisine ... Beyond
including healthy, make-forever recipes, To Asia also teaches you culinary skills that I can only describe as game-changing" - Hayley Maitland,
Vogue UK
"To Asia, With Love is not just a beautiful love letter to the continent, but one to all Asian mothers. Hetty McKinnon has captured the flavor and
essence of the food her mother so lovingly prepared, and managed to transpose them for our generation. Dispelling the notion that Asian
ingredients are obscure and dishes meat heavy, Hetty’s plant-based recipes are accessible, practical and delectable. Comforting and familiar but
also current and exciting (dumplings for every season!), this is truly the food I want to cook and eat from breakfast through to dinner . . . and
dessert (soy sauce brownies!)." — Helen Goh, recipe developer, food columnist and co-author of Sweet.
“To Asia, With Love is an intimately and beautifully crafted collection of recipes that is both an homage to Asian tradition and a pathway to the
exciting cooking that results when tradition is carried forward into something new. What’s more, the recipes bear all the hallmarks that have made
Hetty a mainstay of vegetable-forward cooking—they are hearty, nourishing and deeply flavorful all at once”. —Cynthia Chen McTernan, author
of A Common Table and creator of the blog Two Red Bowls

Hetty Lui McKinnon is an internationally renowned cookbook
author and food writer. In 2015, Hetty relocated from Sydney to New
York City, where she writes about food and runs pop-up food events
and workshops. She is the author of three
cookbooks: Community: Salad Recipes from Arthur Street
Kitchen; Neighbourhood: Salads, Sweets and Stories from Home and
Abroad; and Family: Vegetarian Comfort Food to Nourish Every Day.
In 2017, she launched her independent multicultural food
journal, Peddler and in 2019 created the podcast, The House Specials.
She is working on her next book (2023)

Rights sold: UK & German/Prestel; Australia/Macmillan
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NOVEMBER 2021
THE NEXT SUPPER: The End of Restaurants as We Knew Them, and What Comes After
Corey Mintz
A searing expose of the restaurant industry, and a path to a better, safer, happier meal.
In 2019, the restaurant business was booming. Americans spent more than half of their
annual food budgets dining out. In a generation, chefs had gone from behind-the-scenes
laborers to TV stars. The arrival of Seamless, DoorDash, and other meal delivery apps was
overtaking home cooking.
Beneath all that growth lurked serious problems. Many of the best restaurants in the world
employed unpaid cooks. Meal delivery apps were putting many restaurants out of business.
And all that dining out meant dramatically less healthy diets. The industry may have been
booming, but it also desperately needed to change. And, then, along came COVID-19.
From the farm to the curbside pickup parking spot, everything about the restaurant business
is changing, for better or worse. The Next Supper tells this story, and offers clear and
essential advice for what and how to eat to ensure the well-being of cooks and waitstaff, not
to mention our bodies and the environment.
The Next Supper reminds us that breaking bread is an essential human activity, and charts a
path to preserving the joy of food in a turbulent era.
Praise:
“With a journalistic appetite honed like a Japanese knife, Mintz slices through the ego, spin, and fat of our restaurant obsession to reveal the dark
underbelly that threatens everything we love about eating out, serving up a hopeful recipe for the future that may just save dining. The Next Supper is
a brilliant, eye opening, fun as all hell book that is mandatory reading for anyone who loves to eat.”―David Sax, author of The Soul of an
Entrepreneur
“Brilliantly written and deeply researched, Corey has delivered the book the restaurant industry has been waiting for. We're in a crisis, and this book
turns every question on its head and gives us real life answers. Every single person interested in food needs to read this book.”―Amanda Cohen,
chef and owner of Dirt Candy
“A former line cook turned crusading food writer, Mintz looks deep into the dark heart of contemporary restaurant culture to show us all a better
way. Filled with insightful, up-to-the-minute reporting, inspiring characters, and original, even exhilarating ideas, The Next Supper is the ultimate
guide to building (and finding!) the restaurants the world deserves.”―Chris Nuttall Smith, food writer and restaurant critic
Corey Mintz is a freelance food reporter. His work has appeared in the
New York Times, Globe and Mail, Eater and others, focusing on the
intersection between food with labor, politics, farming, ethics and
culture. He has been a cook, a restaurant critic and is the author of How
to Host a Dinner Party, which chronicled 192 dinner parties he hosted
with fascinating people. He lives in Toronto, Canada.

World English rights: Public Affairs
Translation rights: Hodgman Literary
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JANUARY 2022
UNBELIEVABLY VEGAN: 100+ Life-Changing, Plant-Based Recipes
Charity Morgan
More than 100 big, bold, sock-you-sideways plant-based vegan recipes from the
breakout star of The Game Changers, chef Charity Morgan.
When private celebrity chef Charity Morgan's husband, former NFL linebacker Derrick
Morgan, decided to go vegan, she was skeptical. But after Derrick noticed results--more
energy, increased stamina, better sleep--and his teammates noticed how good his homecooked meals looked, many of them asked Charity to cook for them too. Before she knew it,
she was delivering meals for nearly two dozen NFL players, and soon enough, Charity and
her two ever-so-active elementary school-aged children went vegan too. She hasn't looked
back.
In her highly anticipated first cookbook, Charity, who was featured in the documentary The
Game Changers about how elite athletes use a vegan diet to enhance their
performance, breaks the myth that giving up animal protein means sacrificing taste. She taps
her Creole and Puerto Rican heritage and love of bold flavor and spice to create a collection
of flavor-bomb plant-based alternatives like Creole Krab Cakes with Tarragon Remoulade,
Smoky Jambalaya with Blackened Veggies, and Beer Battered Fysh and Chips. Using oyster
mushrooms to stand in for chicken thighs, ground walnuts instead of pork, and cashew cream
instead of heavy cream and cheese sauces, Charity proves that vegan food can be healthy,
fun, filling, and highly flavorful.

Praise:
“Chef Charity Morgan is nothing short of genius when it comes to creating show stopping, craveable meals that appeal to meat eaters and vegans
alike--no one EVER misses the meat in her dishes. And now, she is teaching us her special sauce for making drool-worthy, bursting-with-flavor
recipes. If you are looking for fun, out-of-this-world vegan food, look no further than her cookbook!” - Chloe Coscarelli, author of Chloe Flavor
“Charity is an unapologetic self made entrepreneur carving out her own lane in the plant based space. This book represents that in every way.” - Gary
Vaynerchuk, Serial Entrepreneur and Investor
“Chef Charity has reimagined some of my favorite dishes in her cookbook. I’m definitely looking forward to sampling several recipes ASAP!” –
Deandre Jordan, NBA Star and Plant Based Foodie

Charity Morgan is a wellness advocate and private chef to celebrities
and top athletes. She lives in Nashville with her husband, ex-Tennessee
Titans linebacker Derrick Morgan, and their two children. She was
featured in James Cameron's documentary The Game Changers
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SEPTEMBER 2022
THE CONTEMPLATIVE TAROT: A Christian Guide To The Cards
Brittany Muller

A thoughtful, introspective new interpretation of the Tarot and an invitation to create
powerful moments of reflection and worship in readers’ daily lives.
In the chaos of daily life, many Christians long for the time and mental clarity to reflect on
scripture, to worship, and to pray. The Tarot can become an unexpected tool in this journey,
inviting us to pause, to contemplate, and to seek insight and wisdom in our walk. In The
Contemplative Tarot, author Brittany Muller draws deeply on Christian tradition and
theology to create a tarot practice built on spiritual reflection, prayer, and worship.
The Tarot has held countless meanings to countless readers over the course of its existence,
but The Contemplative Tarot offers a uniquely Christian interpretations of the cards,
including Bible verses and meditations on each of their spiritual meanings. In addition, the
court cards each draw inspiration from life of a figure from Christian history. Brittany offers
practical guidance on how to use the Tarot in a Christian context, whether as prompts for
personal prayer, small reminders of spiritual truths, or as part of a more structured practice
such as the Ignatian examen.

Early praise:
"The great Christian mystic Julian of Norwich said “the fullness of joy is to behold God in all.” Brittany Muller helps us to find God’s beautiful and
loving presence in one of the most fascinating, yet misunderstood, elements of the western inner tradition: the Tarot. This insightful book will help you
to see both the cards ― and Christian spirituality ― in surprising new ways." ― Carl McColman, author of The Big Book of Christian
Mysticism and Eternal Heart

Brittany Muller is a writer, mother, wife, and enthusiastic believer in
the beautiful strangeness of Christianity. A devout Catholic with an
equally devout sense of curiosity, her favorite pastime is finding new
ways to think about God. She lives in Austin, Texas with her quiet
husband and two lively sons, and if you're ever looking for her, she's
probably sitting under a live oak and reading about saints.

World English rights: St. Martins
Translation rights: Hodgman Literary
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OCTOBER 2022
THE TITANIUM ECONOMY: How Industrial Technology Can Create a Better, Faster, Stronger
America
Asutosh Padhi, Gaurav Batra, and Nick Santhanam
The future of the American economy is hiding in an unlikely place: a new, reinvented
manufacturing sector.
It's easy to name the companies that have dominated the US stock market over the past ten
years. Apple, Google, Amazon, Netflix, Facebook--these are all among the best-performing
stocks over a decade or more. But here's a company that has performed just as well: HEICO.
Or what about Trex? Ever heard of Casella? Or Graco?
These lesser-known companies are all part of a sector known as industrial tech, and together
they offer a surprisingly bright future not just to investors but to workers as well as our
broader communities. Their products include aerospace parts, color enamels, and recycled
plastic lumber; things consumers don't necessarily buy but which we all rely on for the
functioning of our economy. And it turns out it's a booming business.
In The Titanium Economy, McKinsey partners Asutosh Padhi, Gaurav Batra, and Nick
Santhanam reveal this little-understood, under-appreciated and under-valued sector of the
economy for what it really is: a reliable source of high-paying, domestic jobs and soaring
stock prices, a bright spot in an economy that has too often been buffeted by external shocks.
The shining stars in this sector leverage technology while investing in people and processes
to drive competitiveness. With retail struggling and internet companies bedeviled by
scandals, these companies provide a recipe for both stability and long-term profitable growth,
while also strengthening the backbone of an economic supply chain that has been under siege
for several years. This book paints an attainable picture of better times to come for the
industry, and the economy at large.
Asutosh Padhi is the managing partner for McKinsey in North America,
leading the firm across the United States, Canada, and Mexico and
serving as part of McKinsey’s 15-person global leadership team. He is
also a member of McKinsey’s Shareholders Council, the firm’s
equivalent to the board of directors. Working with iconic industrial
companies, Asutosh has overseen performance transformations in
technology and innovation.. He also serves as an Advisory Board
Member at Northwestern’s Kellogg Business School for the Master’s in
Management and Manufacturing program. Gaurav Batra is a partner
based in Washington DC and co-leads McKinsey's Industrials Practice in
the Americas, advising clients on strategy and margin improvement
issues—with particular focus on commercial excellence, pricing, and
distributor/channel management. Batra also leads McKinsey’s Advanced
Data Analytics (ADA) initiative in the Advanced Electronics Practice to
help drive sustainable performance improvement. He holds a Masters in
Business Administration from Harvard University and Bachelor of
Technology in Mechanical Engineering from Indian Institute of
Technology. Nick Santhanam is currently CEO & President of
Fernweh Group. He was formerly a Senior Partner at McKinsey &
Company’s Palo Alto Office, and was the leader of their global
industrials practice. In addition, he co-authored several of their leading
industrials research; McKinsey on Industrials, McKinsey on Food
Processing and Handling, and McKinsey on Packaging. He is also on the
Advisory Board of Smithsonian Libraries.
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FEBRUARY 2022
TINY BUSINESS, BIG MONEY: Strategies for Creating a High-Revenue Microbusiness
Elaine Pofeldt
An entrepreneur’s complete guide to making it big while keeping things small.
Small business specialist Elaine Pofeldt offers her blueprint for getting a running start with
your microbusiness―that is, a business with no more than four employees, including
yourself. Following her previous book, The Million-Dollar, One-Person Business, Pofeldt
gives readers the steps toward their next entrepreneurial venture, including testing an idea’s
market viability while limiting risk, finding cash without giving up control, protecting your
personal time and avoiding burn out, and knowing when it is time to start micro-scaling.
Pofeldt’s focus is always on staying lean financially and avoiding entanglements with
employees, investors, or partners wherever possible so that you maintain your personal goals
and identity. In this book, Pofeldt profiles nearly 60 microbusinesses who have all reached
$1 million in annual revenue without losing control or selling out. Tiny Business, Big
Money also includes the results of a survey with the founders of 50 seven-figure
microbusinesses that got to $1 million with no payroll or very small teams, which provides
deeper visibility into their shared principles of success that you can apply to your own small
business.

Elaine Pofeldt is an independent journalist specializing in
entrepreneurship. Author of The Million-Dollar, One-Person Business,
her work has appeared on CNBC and in Fortune, Money, Forbes, and
many other publications. She lives in New Jersey with her husband and
four children.

Rights sold: Korean/Business Books & Co; Russian/Portal
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NOVEMBER 2022
THE AGE OF RESILIENCE: Reimagining Existence on a Rewilding Earth
Jeremy Rifkin
A wide-ranging look at the political, economic and cultural effects of the global shift
from an economy based on efficiency to one based on resilience, from New York
Times bestselling author Jeremy Rifkin.
Humans have long believed we could force the natural world to adapt to us; only now are we
beginning to face the fact that it is we who will have to adapt to survive and thrive in an
unpredictable natural world. A massive transformation of our economy (and with it the way
we live our lives) has already begun. In Age of Resilience, Jeremy Rifkin describes this great
transformation and its profound effect on the way we think about the meaning of our
existence, our economy, and how we govern ourselves as the earth rewilds around us.
We are moving, Rifkin argues, from an Age of Progress to an Age of Resilience. The former
was driven by the quest to optimize the expropriation, consumption, and discarding of natural
resources in favor of the material opulence of society. Of course, this came at the expense of
nature, itself. If the Age of Progress marched in lockstep with efficiency, the choreography of
the Age of Resilience strides with adaptivity. Rather than attempting to force the whole of
nature to adapt to our desires, we must relearn to adapt our species to the ever-present and
powerful forces of a rewilding earth.
The Age of Resilience explores cutting-edge scientific discoveries about human nature and the
evolution of life on Earth. The shift from geopolitics to biosphere politics, globalization to
glocalization, corporatism to shared commons, the ascendance of bioregional governance, the
extension of representative democracy to make room for citizens’ assemblies and distributed
peerocracy, and the rise of biophilia consciousness are among the new movements and forces
that will help define and shape the coming years.
In The Age of Resilience, Jeremy Rifkin—a world-renowned expert and global governmental
advisor on the impact of technological changes on human life and the environment—has
written the defining work on the impact of climate change on the way humans organize their
lives.
Jeremy Rifkin is president of the Foundation on Economic Trends and
the author of more than fifteen bestselling books. The National
Journal named Rifkin as one of 150 people in the U.S. that have the
most influence in shaping federal government policy. He has also
testified before numerous congressional committees, and since 1994, Mr.
Rifkin has been a senior lecturer at the Wharton School’s Executive
Education Program at the University of Pennsylvania. He is also
chairman of the Global CEO Business Roundtable, which includes IBM,
Cisco, Cushman and Wakefield, and has served as an adviser to various
global leaders, including Nicolas Sarkozy of France and Angela Merkel
of Germany. His monthly column on global issues appears in many of
the world’s leading newspapers and magazines, including The Los
Angeles Times, The Guardian in the U.K., Die Süddeutsche Zeitung in
Germany, Trud in Bulgaria, Clarín in Argentina, and Al-Ittihad in the
U.A.E. He lives in Bethesda, MD.
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AUGUST 2022
MODERN JEWISH COMFORT FOOD: 100 Fresh Recipes for Classic Dishes from Kugel to Kreplach
Shannon Sarna

A satisfying collection of Jewish comfort food with classic dishes and modern variations.
Comfort food varies from person to person, family to family, region to region. As the author
of Modern Jewish Baker and editor of The Nosher, Shannon Sarna has always wanted to tell the
story of the Jewish people through food and continues to do so here in her latest book. Modern
Jewish Comfort Food showcases recipes and variations that have shaped Jewish cuisine from
around the world―including immigration waves from Europe, the Middle East, North Africa, New
York City, and beyond.
Sarna shares many traditional dishes, and then provides exciting variations that will bring
heartwarming comfort to the home kitchen. Her Basic Tomato & Pepper Shakshuka is cleverly
interpreted into a deep-dish pizza; Classic Potato Latkes invite vegetable-focused variations such
as Beet & Carrot and Summer Corn Zucchini; and a multitude of dumplings reflect the range of the
Jewish diaspora. Sweets include two kinds of Israeli-Style Yeasted Rugelach, Funfetti Macaroons,
and more―ready to complete the holiday dessert table. Modern Jewish Comfort Food will inspire
home cooks to connect to Jewish foodways and explore the history of this diverse cuisine.

Shannon Sarna is the author of The Modern Jewish Baker. She is the
editor of the popular Jewish food blog, The Nosher. Known for her
nontraditional challah recipes, Shannon’s work has been featured
in Edible Brooklyn, Parade, Modern Loss, and Buzzfeed. She lives in
South Orange, New Jersey.
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MAY 2022
THIS MIGHT BE TOO PERSONAL: And Other Intimate Stories
Alyssa Shelasky
Alyssa Shelasky has a lot to tell you.
In this hilarious and intimate essay collection, Alyssa navigates life as a wild-hearted woman and
her thrilling career as a sex, relationship, and celebrity writer in New York City. From doublebooking an interview with Sarah Jessica Parker and an abortion appointment, and unsuccessfully
quitting sex and men entirely to have a baby via an anonymous sperm donor, to hooking up with a
hot musician while eight months pregnant, and then finding her life partner but vowing to never get
married, Alyssa's essays paint a deeply genuine, romantic, and uproarious portrait of a woman who
craves both love and lust, refuses to settle, or sacrifice her fierce inner-spirit, sometimes to her own
regret and detriment. And Alyssa isn't afraid to give you every single beautiful, messy,
embarrassing, and emotional detail of her bleeding heart and busy bedroom.
This Might Be Too Personal is like having (several) drinks with your best friend who has seen,
heard, and done everything. Literally, everything. Told in a refreshing candor with jolts of humor,
undeniable relatability, and irresistible energy, Alyssa’s book is the ultimate meditation on living
an authentic life with big feelings, hard decisions, and the small victories and painful mistakes of
motherhood, womanhood, and profound independence.
Early Praise:
“A lot of writers preach about being 'vulnerable' and 'brave' and 'badass,' but Alyssa simply lives that way―and it's inspiring. The essays in This Might
Be Too Personal are edgy and emotional; they go down fast and feverishly. Alyssa has figured out how to stay wild and cool while designing a life
that is grounded and beautiful. She found the sweet spot that so many of us are searching for." ―Cat Marnell, New York Times bestselling author
of How To Murder Your Life
"Whether she's telling you about dating a Greek dentist, hanging out with Sarah Jessica Parker, or having a baby on her own, Alyssa Shelasky grabs
your attention and won’t let go. This Might Be Too Personal is the work of a wise author who has seen it all but remains curious about life."
―Vanessa Grigoriadis, contributing writer at New York Times Magazine and author of Blurred Lines
"I love Alyssa's writing. It's so sharp, humble, and hilarious. Her stories are achingly familiar... [This Might Be Too Personal] is a book about making
mistakes and breaking hearts (including your own), until finally, joyfully, learning to live life on your own terms. An absolute pleasure to read."
―Sarah Treem, screenwriter for ABC's Maybe You Should Talk to Someone and Hulu's Rodham and creator of Showtime's The Affair

Alyssa Shelasky is the editor of New York Magazine's Sex Diaries and
the author of Apron Anxiety. She has written for numerous publications
including People, Us Weekly, Hamptons Style, Gotham, Self, Blackbook,
TV Guide, The New York Post, New York magazine,
CBS's Watch magazine, and Glamour. She lives with her family in
Brooklyn. The hugely popular Sex Diaries column has been optioned as
a docuseries by HBO, with Alyssa set to star as herself.
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MARCH 2021
SET BOUNDARIES, FIND PEACE: A Guide to Reclaiming Yourself
Nedra Glover Tawwab
From licensed counselor, sought-after relationship expert, and one of the most
influential therapists sharing content on Instagram (with over 820,000 followers)
Nedra Tawwab, Setting Boundaries explores the tricky yet sanity-saving practice of
setting healthy boundaries in the modern age.
** NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ** OVER 200,000 COPIES SOLD ***
The need and popularity of self-care comes from an absence of boundaries - the inability to
assert one's needs. This leads to a culture of burnout and a society that is overwhelmed and
exhausted. People are craving solutions and setting boundaries is the therapy that can help.
In a relatable tone, the book presents simple tools and strategies rooted in psychological
practices and theories to help readers assert themselves and set limits in various areas of
life. Tawwab reveals the high personal cost of not having boundaries and explains how to
communicate and uphold boundaries for improved relationships, more fulfilling
friendships, healthier family dynamics, better work/life balance, a stronger sense of self,
and lasting mental wellness. Sprinkled throughout are the helpful lists and take-away
quotes she's grown so popular for online.
Inviting, timely, and important, Setting Boundaries is poised to do for boundaries what
Codependent No More has done for codependency--help legions of readers break deeprooted communication and relationship patterns and go on to refer the book to everyone
they know.
Praise:
“Tawwab debuts with a comprehensive guide on how to understand and establish interpersonal boundaries....She identifies six types of boundaries—
physical, sexual, intellectual, emotional, material, and time—and dispenses tips on how to uphold personal limits....Readers who follow Tawwab on
social media and those who find setting boundaries especially difficult will appreciate the advice." –Publishers Weekly
“Set Boundaries, Find Peace breaks down the what, why, and how of boundaries in a clear and compassionate way, leaving you confident,
empowered, and prepared to tackle those tough conversations.” --Melissa Urban, co-founder and CEO of Whole30
“This is the boundary bible. Nedra teaches us not only how to set healthy boundaries but to be clear about our feelings and intentions. Finding peace
requires showing up—Nedra has written the blueprint on how to not only show up but also do the work.”
—Alexandra Elle, author of After the Rain
Nedra Glover Tawwab is a licensed therapist and sought-after
relationship expert. She has practiced relationship therapy for 12 years
and is the founder and owner of the group therapy practice,
Kaleidoscope Counseling. She has additional certifications in working
with families and couples, as well as in perinatal mood and anxiety
disorders, plus advanced training for counseling adults who've
experienced childhood emotional neglect. Nedra has been featured in
The New York Times, The Guardian, Psychology Today, and Self. She
runs a popular Instagram account with over 1.4 million followers
worldwide. She is currently working on a new book.

Tarcher Perigee
304 pages
Present Perfect Dept.
Book available

Rights sold: UKANZ/Piakus; Arabic/Jalees; Bulgarian/Itzok-Zapad; Chinese (simplified)/Beijing Guangchen; Chinese (complex)/Sun Color;
Croatian/Mozaik; Czech/Euromedia; Dutch/HarperCollins Holland; Estonian/Pilgrim; Finnish/Gummerus; French/Tredaniel;
German/Narayana; Greek/Dioptra; Hebrew/Matar; Hungarian/Horusz; Indonesia/Gramedia; Italian/Vallardi; Japanese/Gakken Plus;
Korean/Maekyung; Lithuanian/Liutai Ne Ayys; Marathi/Madhushree Publications; Polish/Muza; Portuguese (Brazil)/nVersos; Portuguese
(Portugal)/Presenca; Romanian/Bookzone; Russian/Exmo; Serbian/Laguna; Slovak/Eastone; Slovene/Ucila; Spanish (worldwide)/Diana
(Planeta); Thai/B2S; Turkish/Butik; Ukranian//FLC; Vietnamese/Saigon Books
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THE SET BOUNDARIES WORKBOOK: Practical Exercises for Understanding Your Needs and Setting
Healthy Limits
Nedra Glover Tawwab
An accessible, step-by-step resource for setting, communicating, and enforcing
healthy boundaries at home, at work, and in life
We all want to have healthy boundaries. But what does that really mean – and what
steps are needed to implement them in our daily lives? Sought-after therapist and
relationship expert Nedra Glover Tawwab presents clear explanations and
interactive exercises to help you gain insight and then put it into action. Filled with
thought-provoking checklists, questions, writing prompts, and more, The Set
Boundaries Workbook is a valuable tool for everyone who wants to speak up for
what they want and need, and show up more authentically in the world.

Nedra Glover Tawwab is a licensed therapist and sought-after
relationship expert. She has practiced relationship therapy for 12 years
and is the founder and owner of the group therapy practice,
Kaleidoscope Counseling. She has additional certifications in working
with families and couples, as well as in perinatal mood and anxiety
disorders, plus advanced training for counseling adults who've
experienced childhood emotional neglect. Nedra has been featured in
The New York Times, The Guardian, Psychology Today, and Self. She
runs a popular Instagram account with over 1.3 million followers
worldwide. She is currently working on a new book.

Rights sold: UKANZ/Piatkus; French/Tredaniel; Hungarian/Horusz; Russian/Eskmo
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AUGUST 2022
THE NIGHT SCHOOL: Lessons in Moonlight, Magic, and the Mysteries of Being Human
Maia Toll
Delve into the mysteries of the Night -- from divination and astrology to ancient
philosophy and self-exploration -- in The Night School, a magical course of
study for modern witches, seekers, and mystics, from award-winning author
and healer Maia Toll.
Welcome to the Night School, Firefly. Here you'll explore the farthest reaches of the
universe, and the deepest parts of yourself. You'll learn to cast off the constraints of
the day, and open your eyes, your heart, and your mind to the enchanted mystery of
the Night. You'll travel the world in search of inspiring sites, timeless wisdom, and
essential magic. And you'll do so under the bewitching guidance of the Night
Mistress, your guide in the curriculum of all that lies beneath the starry sky.
For anyone interested in spirituality, folklore, mysticism, witchcraft, healing, and
self-exploration, The Night School is a highly creative journey into the magic of the
night. Organized as an enchanted course of study, with semesters and subjects for
exploration -- ranging from Midnight Foundations (Philosophy 101) to Divining the
Night (Divination 101) to Harnessing the Celestial Tides (Energetic Engineering
101) -- this illuminating manual offers short nightly lessons complete with
reflections, exercises, homework, and even extra credit to help readers connect with
the power of the night and explore the deeper mysteries of being human.
In an era when our daytime hours are increasingly uncertain and people are turning
inward to reevaluate what really matters, The Night School encourages us to slow
down and contemplate our dreams, relationship to the natural world, and the ancient
traditions of mystical thinking -- all by the light of the moon.

Maia Toll, dubbed “a real life Professor Sprout from Harry Potter”
by Forbes magazine, is the bestselling author of the Indie- and
Nautilus-Award winning book The Illustrated Herbiary which has
now been expanded into a successful series. Maia has apprenticed
with a traditional healer in Ireland which reawakened an interest in
natural philosophy and mysticism which had been a large part of
Maia’s academic studies at The University of Michigan and New
York University. She has taught Botanical Medicine at the University
of Pennsylvania, West Chester University, and Pennsylvania Hospital.
She regularly teaches at conferences and festivals where she
encourages people to use patterns and metaphors from the natural
world to help them understand and grow within their own lives. Maia
lives in Asheville, North Carolina, with her life and business partner
and their two ridiculously spoiled dogs.
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JUNE 2022
THE END OF THE WORLD IS JUST THE BEGINNING: Mapping the Collapse of Globalization
Peter Zeihan
Economics guru and house author Peter Zeihan returns with more shocking and
counterintuitive predictions for how globalization will break down and who will
benefit.
2019 was the last great year for the world economy.
For generations, everything has been getting faster, better, and cheaper. Finally, we reached
the point that almost anything you could ever want could be sent to your home within days even hours - of when you decided you wanted it.
America made that happen, but now America has lost interest in keeping it going.
Globe-spanning supply chains are only possible with the protection of the U.S. Navy. The
American dollar underpins internationalized energy and financial markets. Complex,
innovative industries were created to satisfy American consumers. American security policy
forced warring nations to lay down their arms. Billions of people have been fed and educated
as the American-led trade system spread across the globe.
All of this was artificial. All this was temporary. All this is ending.
In The End of the World is Just the Beginning, author and geopolitical strategist Peter Zeihan
maps out the next world: a world where countries or regions will have no choice but to make
their own goods, grow their own food, secure their own energy, fight their own battles, and
do it all with populations that are both shrinking and aging.
The list of countries that make it all work is smaller than you think. Which means everything
about our interconnected world - from how we manufacture products, to how we grow food,
to how we keep the lights on, to how we shuttle stuff about, to how we pay for it all - is
about to change.
A world ending. A world beginning. Zeihan brings readers along for an illuminating (and a
bit terrifying) ride packed with foresight, wit, and his trademark irreverence.
Peter Zeihan is a geopolitical strategist and the founder of the consulting
firm Zeihan on Geopolitics. His clients include energy corporations,
financial institutions, business associations, agricultural interests,
universities, and the U.S. military. He is the author of The Accidental
Superpower, The Absent Superpower, and Disunited Nations. He lives in
Colorado.

World English rights: HarperBusiness
Rights sold: Korean/Kim & Kim
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